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SUMMARY

Wild elephants cause enormous losses in

Sabah by destroying plantation crops, notably

oil palm. An ecological approach to minimising
such damage, through such measures as careful
siting of Reserves and plantations, offers
limited prospec6 in the state, because bounda-
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ries for Reserves have already been decided and
gazetted. lt is strongly recommended, however,
that existing Forest and Wildlife Reserves are
maintained at their present size, especially Tabin
Wildlife Reserve, large enough to maintain self-
contained viable breeding populations. Further
excisions would produce more elephants with-
out a'home.

Data are presented to indicate that properly-
maintained electrified fencing is not only effec-
tive in keeping elaphants out of plantations,
but that installation of fencing at an early sftige
in plantation development is cheaper than the
damage that is !ikely to be done by elephants in
the absence of such fencing.

Electrified fencing may bb ineffective (i)
against certain solitary, adult bull elephants,
which should be killed if they learn to destroy
fencing at high voltage, and (ii) in flood-prone
areas, where the fencing becomes ineffective
when water reaches the wiring.

It is recommended that a novel physical
barrier against elephants, in the form of sharp
stones embedded in the ground, be considered
by plantations which have not yet completely
erected fencing.

1. TNTRODUCTION

Asian elaphants (Elephos maximus), once
distributed throughout much of Asia, have
been raiding crops for thousands of years. As
a result of loss of natural habitat and of delibe-
rate killing by Man, the elephant population has
been reduced to a few scattered remnants. The
rate of decline of elephant numbers has been
accelerated in recent decades by sharp increases
in human population growth coupled with large-
scale clearance of natural forest habitat for
agriculture. The cost of elephant depradations
on plantations in Malaysia is enormous: FELDA
and the Sabah Land Development Board alone
have lost many millions of ringgits to elephants
during the 1970's to 1980's (Blatr et ol, "1979,

Blair and Noor, 1981; and O F Wakefield,
pers. comm.).

In the
generally

20

past, elephants raiding crops were
killed without question. In recent

years has come the realisation that agricultural
development has proceeded such that there are
few areas remaining of adequate size to support
even a small population of elephants. lf ele-
phants are not to go extinct, therefore, ways
have to be found of minimising their damage
to plantations without resorting. to uncontrolled
slaughter.

2. METHODS OF REDUCING ELEPHANT
DEPRADATIONS

"As more experience is gained, and post-
audit data become available, the expanding body
of evidence suggests that it is more cost-effective
to manage elephants in and adjacent to project
areas from the beginning of the project. This
requires careful pre-project planning, project
designs which will prevent elephants from
entering production areas, and provisions to
ensure local elephants' access to critical resource
areas, or to povide these through habitat en-
richment and other measures." (Seidensticker,
1984). The same author claims that "fencing
with electrification usually is ineffective in
repelling elephants. lvory tusks do not conduct
electricity. Elephants may push over a tree on
the fence or simply shove the fence". Seidens-
ticker argues instead that agricultui'al and forest-

development proiects should be sited so as

allow loca! elephant populations continuing
access to all their water, mineral lick and food
requirements. ln addition, he suggests that
the boundary region between forest or wildlife
reseryes and the plantation should in some way
be made ecologically unattractive to elephants,
so that they will be unwilling to move between
their. reserve and plantations. Indeed, this
would be ideal, but many decisions on land use
have been made already without reference to
elephants, and there are many cases where it
seems that only the construction of physical
barriers will keep elephants out of plantations.

Andau and Payne (1985) argue that the
policy of the Sabah Forest Department (the
government agency charged with conservation
of elephants in the state) should be to: (1) en-
courage all larger plantations to erect and ide-
quately maintain electrified fencing, (2) main-
tain Tabin Wildlife Reserve (about 123,000 ha

go
of

ry
to
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in area) as Sabah's major elephant reserve, and
(3) chase elephants out of agricultural areas

whenever called 'upon to do so, and destroy
them only .after repeated and irreconciable
conflict. This paper attempts to assess the value
of electrified fencing in reducing elephant depra-
dations on plantations in Sabah, and suggests an

aeyet untried method for keeping elephants
out of plantations

3. AN ASSESSMENT OF THE VALUE OF
ELECTRIFIED FENCING

3.1 METHODS

Prior to 1984, only one (oil palm)
'plantation in Sabah had erected electrified fenc-
ing; it has suffered no damage from elephants. In
April of that year, the authors of this paper or-
ganised a one-day course on electrified fencing,
in each of the towns of Sandakan and Lahad
Datu in eastern Sabah (Payne, 1984), presented

by a supplier of such fencing, and attended by
over thirty representatives from plantations
in the region. Subsequently, at least nine plan-
tations'installed electrified fencing designed
to keep out elephants. Seven responded to
questionnaires asking for data related to the
costs and benefits of installlng the fencing,
and key data are summarised here (Table 1).

So many variables are associdted with this
limited amount of data (for example, the cost
of damage varies with age at which the plants
are destroyed, while data from plantations
where the fence does not completely encircle
the boundary cannot be interpreted obiectively),
that we have decided to interpret it on a case-by-
case basis, rather. that draw and overall con-
clusion.

3,2 INTERPRETATION OF TABLE I

The money value of one destroyed plant
varies from less than M$3 for a nursery seedling
to many tens of M$ for a plant which has been
growing in the field for several years. Since
damage on any particu lar plantation either
involves different age classes of plant or has

not been specified by the plantation manage-
ment, we assume that loss of an "average" plant
represents a los of M$10 unless otherwise speci-
fied.

Plantation 1. lnstallation of fencing and

maintenance for four years would cost about
M$115,000. Instead, an estimated M$180,000
was lost in the four years preceding installation.
The solitary bull elephant learned how to pene-

trate the fence, even with pulses at 7.5 kv,
and should be destroyed. Female/young herds

which had been damaging palms previously
have not penetrated the plantation since instal-
lation of fencing. In any case, this plantation is

well-advised to install fencing because it shares

a common boundary with Tabin Wildlife Re-

serve, which contains many elephants.

Plantation 2. Installation of fencing and
maintenance for four years would cost about
M$62,000. Instead, an estimated M$300,000
was lost in two years preceeding installation.
Penetration of elephants after installation was

attributed to inadequate voltage. This plantation
will ultimately be far from Forest Reserve, but
is now in one of the highest elephant concentrat-
ions in Sabah, and installation of properly-main-
tained fencing is worthwhile.

Plantation 3. lnstallation of fencing and

maintenance for four years would cost about
M$33,000. Only an estimated M$2,500 was

lost prior to installation, while a larger amount
was lost afterwards. However, penetration
occurred during flooding, when water reached

the wiring, rendering the fencing ineffective
(see notes on Plantation 7.). In principle, fencing
would seem advisable, because elephants are

fairly abundant locally, but the area is highly
flood-prone in further problems are likely for
this reason.

Plantation 4. Installation of fencing along
the boundary with Tabin Wildlife Reserve and

maintenance for four years would cost about
M$220,000. The difference in elephant damage

before and after installation of fencing is drama-
tic: an estimated M$2,850,000 before and no

damage after. lt is essential that fencing is main-
tained and extended as necessarY.

Plantation 5. Total cost of installation and

maintenance cannot be calculated, but the
dramatic difference in elephant damage before
and after installation - an estimated M$500,000
before and non after - led this plantation's
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rnanager to comment "installation of Electric
Fence is the most effective way to prevent . . . .

elephant attack on 1 - 4 year old oil palm".

Plantation 6. The perimeter of this large
plantation, which is in the middle of a high
concentration of elephants far from permanent
Forest Reserve, is still being fenced, but an
estimated M$l06,000 was lost before the first
installation, while the manager has stated that
subsequent elephant penetration has been
through unfenced portions.

Plantation 7. Protection of this plantation
from elephant damage is especially problema-
tical. Rotan, a favoured natural food of ele-
phants, is planted under forest cover in an area
often used by elephants, and so installation of
fencing would seem necessary. However, the
cost of planting rotan and the expected income
are low in comparison to other crops, and so
the proportion of development cost incurred
by electrified fencing is relatively high. Further-
more, being under forest cover contiguous with
adjacent forest, fence .maintenance costs are
high. The whole region is highly flood-prone,
as is Plantation 3. Also, there is a possibility
that once the entire perimeter has been fenced,
it will be found that some elephants are trapped
inside.

4. PROPOSAL FOR A NEW FORM OF PHY-
SICAL BARRIER

Recently, William Xanten of the National
Zoo, Washington D.C. has suggested to the
authors another method which we would recom-
mend be tried by plantations in suitable situa-
tions. A number of zoos in North America and
Europe find that captive elephants will not
cross a barrier of closely-spaced sharp stones
embedded in the ground - because the soles
of the feet are broad yet rather soft - and we
can think of no reason why wild elephants
should act differently. We suggest that it would
be worthwhile to experiment with such a

barrier at least 8 feet and preferably 10 feet
wide, more than the stride of an adult bull
elephant.

Several factors must be considered before
embarking on this novel method. Firstly, whe-

ther crops are damaged primarily by elephants,
or by a range of mammals including pigs, deer
and primates. Electrified fencing can help to
keep out all these animals, while sharp stones
would be a barrier only to elephants. Secondly,
costs will vary from place to place. In many
areas where elephants are abundant, hard
stone does not occur and it *ould have to be
brought in at high cost from elsewhere. Sharp-
ened short bamboo stakes could be a cheaper
alternative but would have to be inspected
and replaced from time to time. We do not have
data available to estimate likely costs of laying
down a chain of stones 10 feet wide, but would
guess that initial costs would generally be great-
er, while maintenance costs over the long
term would be less than that for the installation
of electrified fencing. Thirdly, the realities of
proper maintenance must be assessed. Electri-
fied fencing can be well-maintained if daily in-
spections are made and if tree-falls are unlikely
tcr occur, but experience has shown that main-
tenance of high voltage is sometimes neglected.
Satisfactory fence maintenance under forest
cover in seasonally-flooded areas (such ds Planta-
tion 7 , Table 1), for example, is an almost-
impossible task. The sharp stone barriesr re-
qu ires almost no maintenance. Plantations
such as this may find that a judicious combina-
tion of electr.ified fencing and sharp stones
is most cost-effective.

5. ADDITIONAL METHODS FOR REDUC-
ING ELEPHANT DAMAGE

Sections 3. and 4. indicate that physical
barriers can reduce elephant damage to planta-
tion crops, but do not touch upon the other side
of the same story: welfare of the elephants and
conservation of viable breeding populations.
lf we consider the likelihood that elephants
given access to adequate water, mineral licks,
food and mates inside Reserves are less likely
to come out into plantations, then it is clear
that the welfare and conservation of elephants
should be viewed in relation to control mea-
su res.

In some areas, notably the region between
the lower Kinabatangan and Segama Rivers,
there are hundreds of elephants where, in the
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TABLE 1. COSTS AND
PROTECTION
IN SABAH.

BENEFITS
OF CROPS

OF INSTALLING ELECTRIFIED FENCING FOR

AGAINST ELEPHANTS IN SEVEN PLANTATIONS

Plantation/
sizel
crops

Period of
fence
installation

Damage to crops
(a) before (b) after
fence installation

Cost per chain of
(a) lnstallation
(b) Annual Maintenance

1.
5098 ha

cocoa &
oil palm

2.
4856 ha
oil palm

3.
2O23 ha
oil palm

4.
80,000 ha

oil palm,
coconut
& cocoa

5.
19,255 ha
oil palm
& cocoa.

6.
"t 4,162 ha

oil palm,
cocoa &
rotan

7.
4453 ha

rotan

1 985-
ongoing;
about half
installed

1 985
complete
around
planted
oil palm

'1984

complete
around
planted
oil palm

1 98s
complete
around
planted
oil palm

1 985
only along
boundary
with Wildlife
Reserve fenced

1 985
only along
boundary
with Forest
Reserve fenced

"t984-1986,
ongoing

(a) 18,000 palms in
200 ha in 4 years,

(b) 314 palms by
one solitary bull

(broke through fence)

(") most palms within
150 ha area destroyed
2 or 3 times within
2 years,

(b) initially some; none
since voltage kept high

(a) 250 palms
(b) none except one

occasion during
flooding, 1000
seed I ings

(u) 276,814 oil palms
7086 coconuts
1500 cocoa plants

(b) 
.non"

(a) 50,000 oil palms
during 1982-1985

(b) none

(a) 7075 oil palms
3491 cocoa plants
59 rotan plants

(b) damage still
occuring but no
breakthrough of

, electrified fencing

(u) about 1 0% of all
rotans planted

(b) damage continues
at similar rate

(u) M$60
(b) M$s
Fence:
1440 chains

(u) total cost
M$38,347

(b) total cost
M$6000

Fence length
unknown

(a) M$46.s0
(b) M$4.80
Fence:
500 chains

(a) M$80
(b) unknown
Fence:
2200 chains

(") M$74
(b) M$8

(") M$6s
(b) M$s

(u) M$ss
excluding
manfower
(b) unknown
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future, there will be inadequate forest to sup-
port a breeding population. ln such areas, it
can only be recommended that forest clearance
proceed in a broad front, in one direction,
rather than patchily, so that elephant incursion
into plantations will be less frequent and the
elephants have a chance to shift their range
into Forest or Wildlife Reserves.

The pattern of Reserves in Sabah now is
such that only two separate areas will be able
to support viable populations of elephants
in the long-term: Tabin Wildlife Reserve (about
123,000 ha) and the large region of contiguous
Forest Reserves covering over one million ha
in the central and south-eastern part of the state.
We strongly suggest that no further excisions
are made from these Reserves, especially Tabin,
which is already rather small in terms of ele-
phant habitat, and contains at least seven

natural mineral licks which are believed to be

important regulators of elephant population
density and distribution.

6. CONCLUSTONS

Large plantations situated in areas inhabited
by elephants will almost certainly experience
crop damage by this species, in the case of oil
palm resulting in the loss of tens or hundreds
of thousands of ringgit per year in every planta-
tion. Available data indicates that, in most
situations, the cost of installation and main-
tenance of electrified fencing will be less than
the cost incurred by elephant damage, if total
costs are averaged over several years.

The above conclusion may not apply in
areas which are flood-prone, because elephants
can penetrate the plantation when flood-water
reaches the wiring. In certain situations, such
as this, a novel physical barrier in the form of
sharp stones embedded in the ground may be
more effective than fencing. lt is recommended
that plantations which have not yet erected
electrified fencing around their entire boundary
seriously consider this alternative.

Two additional approaches, which integrate
the need to conserve viable wild elephant
poptrlations with efforts to minimise their

depradations, are (i) to clear forest for planta-
tion development in a single, large-scale, orderly
front, towards the direction of Forest or Wild-
life Reserves, and (ii) to maintain existing
Forest and Wildlife Reserves, especially Tabin,
at their present size, adequate to support self-
contained, viable elephant populations.
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